Abstract-Wireless information networks need to employ small radio cells to support large user populations. However, this will impose extra burden on network traffic control as a result of frequent handover behavior. Existing approaches to support a high handover rate still have cell loss and cell out-of-sequence penalty while the handover is in progress. This paper proposes a novel handover protocol that can avoid cell loss and guarantee cell sequence. It can enhance the performance of a microcellular asynchronous transfer mode network. By multicasting cells to a new base station before handover, our scheme can avoid cell loss and support a nonoverlapping microcell environment as well. The multicast of signaling messages during handover is to coordinate the cell transmission order between the old base station and the new base station to guarantee cell sequence. A formal representation of the handover protocol using finite-state diagrams has been developed to specify and verify the protocol. To guarantee quality of service, we present a hierarchical wireless call admission control to limit the number of in-progress connections and to prevent radio channel congestion. Mathematical models have been developed to analyze two quality-of-service parameters: handover dropping probability and forced termination probability. Experimental results show that our hierarchical wireless call admission control can effectively lower the handover dropping probability and the forced termination probability in comparison with the single-layer wireless call admission control.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IRELESS communication service demand is growing rapidly. In order to serve a high user population in a limited spectrum, using dense grids of microcells and picocells is one of possible schemes. While small cells relieve the capacity problem, frequent movements of mobile users across cell boundaries pose a big network control challenge: handover. Since a handover protocol involves rerouting, terminating, and establishing connections, they result in much time consumption during the handover process. This reduces the system performance of a wireless network. Other problems that result from the handover process are cell loss and cell out of sequence [1] . A fixed network may misroute a cell (packet) to the old base station (BS) before the fixed network reestablishes a connection to the new BS. It will result in cell loss. The cell out of sequence occurs as a result of the cells from a mobile Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9545(01)06046-7.
host (MH) traveling via the new BS reaching the end point before the cells traveling via the old BS. The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network is a representative fixed network technology. It is designed to support voice, video, and data services in one protocol. In this paper, we will take an ATM network as a backbone and combine it with a wireless network. Based on this network, we will propose a new handover protocol that can support a high handover rate [20] and handle cell loss and cell out of sequence in a micro and nonoverlapping cell environment.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II reviews existing approaches while Section III describes our proposed handover scheme. In Section IV, we present a formal representation of our scheme. Performance analysis and experimental results are shown in Section V. Section VI gives some concluding remarks.
II. EXISTING APPROACHES
Several existing handover protocols are aimed at a single problem: either supporting microcell architecture or guaranteeing transmission quality. In a traditional wireline ATM network, the user is stationary throughout the connection lifetime and the traffic of the call connection is standing [7] - [9] . However, in a wireless ATM environment (see Fig. 1 ), when a mobile user has handed over to a new BS, the connection must be rerouted each time. Because of the frequent handover, the call processor may need to become involved many times during a mobile connection lifetime, and it would cause a considerable burden on the processing of cellular controllers [2] . Acampora and Naghshineh propose a model for mobile-executed handover in cellular ATM networks suited for a small radio cell system [3] , [6] . In this model, a mobile connection call setup procedure creates a virtual connection tree and covers a large geographical region [3] , [6] . Because of the preestablished connection path at call setup time, the MH does not need to have a rerouting procedure during the handover process each time. In this way, the MH can be provided a fast and frequent handover in the geographical region without causing any burden on network traffic. However, it cannot handle misrouted cells and cell out-of-sequence problems [10] . References [11] and [12] adopt a group-based framework to ensure that an MH can move rapidly between radio cells. Any message destined for the MH is multicast to all the BSs of the group [11] . This approach consumes a large volume of network bandwidth to ensure that messages are not lost.
Reuven et al. center on these problems and propose a handover protocol to resolve the penalty [1] . The protocol ensures that as long as an MH moves in the same region, all packets will 0018-9545/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE receive in order and have no data loss [1] . It is based on a packet forwarding method to prevent packet loss. They also propose another protocol to preserve the order of packets. It can assure that the packets from the old BS will reach the gateway faster than the new one. That is, this handover protocol can guarantee the quality of service. However, the handover process requires including packet forwarding and it will lengthen the processing time to complete the handover protocol. Thus this protocol will not be suitable for a frequent handover environment.
To prevent handover dropping, some radio channel assignment schemes [13] - [16] , such as fixed channel assignment and dynamic channel assignment, and wireless call admission control schemes [17] - [19] have been proposed. These channel assignment schemes reserve a proportion of guard channels for handover calls or give handover calls higher priorities than new calls. They maintain cell state information, such as predictive cell resource requirements, as a criterion for wireless call admission control. However, if too many mobile users cluster in a small geographical region, these schemes will not effectively lower the handover dropping probability as a result of heavy loading of radio channels. Thus, based on our network infrastructure, we will propose a hierarchical wireless admission control to avoid the radio congestion and to guarantee the predefined QoS.
III. DESIGN APPROACH
In this section, we will design a novel handover protocol that has low-latency processing time and supports high frequent handover in a micro and nonoverlapping cellular environment. Our protocol can also avoid cell loss and maintain cell sequence. The network model is composed of an ATM fixed network, ATM switches, links, and BSs. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , some BSs link to an ATM switch. Each BS cover a cell, and those cells under the same switch form a large region named as a zone [5] .
A. Connection Setup
We will focus on building a connection; the detailed call setup procedure is not in the scope of this paper. In Fig. 2 , we assume that an MH is in BS1. We refer the BS to which the MH is currently connected as the mobile user's access point [3] . If the MH is in one cell, those cells that are around this cell are named as adjacent cells, and those BSs in adjacent cells are referred to as adjacent mobile access points.
We first consider the case of a mobile connection involving an MH and a fixed host. When creating a new mobile connection, the call setup procedure will be executed in two steps. As the thick lines show in Fig. 2 , first, a path from a fixed host to switch A is set up, and secondly, seven paths from switch A to the seven BSs are set up for this connection. That is, one path is from switch A to BS1 and the others are from switch A to the adjacent mobile access points of BS1. These seven preestablished paths form a mobile connection tree. Switch A is the root and the associated BSs are the leaves of the tree. The geographical region covered by these seven cells is referred to as a mobile connection region. The MH can use the assigned virtual channel identifiers (VCIs) to communicate with the network. At any time, only the path between switch A and BS1 is actually in use while the other preestablished paths are used during the handover process. A mobile connection tree is similar to a one-to-many multicast tree. For the case of a mobile connection involving two MHs, each connection end is a mobile connection tree.
B. Handover Protocol
We will describe an intraswitch handover protocol for the mobile connection regions involved in the handover that are in the same zone and an interswitch handover protocol for the mobile connection regions involved in the handover that cover different zones. We will use emphasized characters to represent signaling messages.
1) Intraswitch Handover Protocol:
In order to guarantee the quality of service, we will discuss the handover protocol to preserve cell sequence and to avoid cell loss separately. a) Handover protocol for traffic from a switch to an MH: As shown in Fig. 2 , the MH is currently communicating with the fixed ATM network via BS1. A mobile connection tree has been created for this MH from the root (switch A) to the BSs (BS1-BS7). Without loss of generality, we assume that the MH will move from BS1 to BS2. A new mobile connection tree will be created during the handover, and BS1-3 and BS7-10 will be the leaves of the new connection tree. The signaling message flow is presented in Fig. 3 . The proposed protocol to avoid cell loss is described as follows. a) When the MH detects the receiving channel strength diminishing, it initiates a FLOOD message via BS1 to request the root of the mobile connection tree to multicast the incoming cells to all leaves, not only to the mobile user's access point. At this time, the MH begins to search a new available radio channel for handover. b) Switch A responds this message by multicasting the downward cells to BS1-BS7. c) The MH gets a new available radio channel and initiates a JOIN message with the next expected cell sequence number ( ) to the new base station (BS2). BS2 responds the JOIN message by issuing REROUTING and CHANNEL RELEASE to switch A. At the same time, BS2 also sends subsequent cells, which were multicast earlier to the MH via the new radio channel.
d) When switch A gets the REROUTING message, it inspects the topology of the zone and realizes that this handover is an intraswitch handover. The switch activates a SETUP message to BS8-10 to establish a new tree and send a RELEASE message to release the virtual channel connections from switch A to BS4-6. The old virtual channel connections to BS1, BS3 and BS7 will still be used in the new tree. At this time, the downward cells are still multicast to the mobile connection region until switch A receives a STEADY message. e) The MH continues to sense the strength of the new channel. If the channel strength becomes strong enough, the MH concludes that it has been away from the cell boundary and will send out a STEADY message to inform switch A. On the other hand, if the channel becomes weak gradually, the MH will search for another channel for handover again. f) After switch A receives the STEADY message, it stops multicasting and just sends the subsequent cells to the mobile user's current access point (BS2).
The signaling flow mentioned earlier can guarantee the misrouted cells eventually received by the MH. When the MH moves back and forth between cells, this protocol also can provide a fast handover without losing cells.
b) Handover Protocol for Traffic from an MH to a Switch:
The signaling message flow is illustrated in Fig. 4 . We describe this protocol as follows. 1) When BS1 receives a FLOOD message, BS1 acknowledges that the MH will have a handover at any time. However, the MH still sends out cells to BS1. In order to preserve the cell sequence, whenever BS1 flushes out the last buffered cell, it issues a NEXT message to tell switch A that there is no cell in BS1. The NEXT message also carries the next cell sequence number ( ) that BS1 will send. Switch A responds to this message by multicasting the message to all leaves of the tree. 2) At this time, the MH joins to BS2 and send out cells to BS2 via the new radio channel. However, these cells will be buffered at BS2 and will be triggered to be sent upwardly to switch A by a NEXT message received from switch A. BS2 then initializes a CHANNEL RELEASE message to inform BS1 to release the previous radio channel. 3) After BS2 gets the NEXT message with " ," it sends out the buffered cells to the root of the tree. BS2 will send out the NEXT message whenever it flushes out the buffer for this connection. 4) When BS2 receives the STEADY message, it goes to the steady state and stops issuing the NEXT message.
The handover signaling message flow may avoid cells via the new BS transmitted faster than cells via the old BS. Thus, it may guarantee the cell sequence.
2) Interswitch Handover Protocol:
We now discuss the case of an MH moves from Zone I to Zone II, as shown in Fig. 2 . We assume that an MH is currently communicating with BS12, and the mobile connection region covers BS6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15, and 16. BS6, 7, 11-13 belong the same zone under switch A, and BS15 and 16 are in another zone under switch B. The MH will move from BS12 to BS16 and create a new mobile connection tree. BS12-13 and BS15-19 are leaves of the new tree. We discuss the protocol in the following two sections.
Interswitch handover protocol for traffic from a switch to an MH: In Fig. 5 , the signaling message flow is similar to that mentioned in the intraswitch handover. It is summarized as follows.
1) The normal data flow goes from switch C passing through switch A to BS12, and then to an MH via a radio link. When the MH detects the radio channel strength's diminishing, it realizes that the radio channel will be unavailable and delivers a FLOOD message to BS12 to request the root of the current mobile connection tree (switch C) to multicast the subsequent cells to all leaves of the tree (BS6, 7, 11-13, 15, 16). 2) Switch A receives the FLOOD message, looks up the topology table, knows that some leaves belong to Zone II, and then delivers the FLOOD to switch B via switch C. At the same time, switch A also multicasts the cells to the leaves, BS6-7 and BS11-13, that are in Zone I. 3) When switch C receives the FLOOD message destined to switch B, it will relay it to switch B and multicast the cells to switch B. After switch B receives the FLOOD message, it will lookup its topology table and then multicast the cells to BS15 and BS16. 4) After the MH joins BS16 and carries the next expected cell sequence number ( ), BS16 will deliver a REROUTING message to request switch B to adjust the old connection tree to a new one and deliver CHANNEL RELEASE to release the previous channel at the BS12 radio interface. Switch B processes the signaling message by looking up the topology table, sets up the new joining leaves, and also issues a REROUTING message to switch A via switch C. The REROUTING message will tell switch A to release the virtual channel connection from switch A to BS6, 7 and BS11. At this time, the connections are still in the multicast state and the cells are now multicast to the new mobile connection region. 5) Switch C will continue to multicast cells to the new mobile connection region until it receives a STEADY message from the MH. The STEADY message will enable switch B and C to turn the multicast to a single cast.
By the above protocol, the misrouted cells can be handled in this interswitch handover procedure successfully, and the protocol can also support a user moving back and forth between cells.
Interswitch handover protocol for traffic from an MH upward to a switch:
The signaling message flow is presented in Fig. 6 . It is similar to that in Fig. 4 . The protocol is summarized as follows. 1) An MH sends a FLOOD message to inform BS12 that it may have a handover. After BS12 receives the FLOOD message, whenever BS12 flushes out the buffer for this connection, it will issue a NEXT message with the next expected cell sequence number ( ). 2) Whenever switch A gets the NEXT message, it will multicast the message to the mobile connection region according to its topology table. There are two situations. The first situation is that the MH does not yet join another BS. In this situation, the NEXT message will not affect any nodes. BS12 ignores the NEXT message and just sends out the new incoming cells if available. The second situation is the MH has joined another BS. Then the NEXT message with the cell sequence number " " will be used to recognize the BS that the MH joins. The BS with a cell whose sequence number is " " will respond to the multicast NEXT message by sending out the next expected cell. In this way, the cells sent via the old BS can reach the root of the tree (switch C) faster than the subsequent cells via the new BS. 3) As shown in Fig. 6 , the first NEXT message initiated by BS12 does nothing because the MH has not joined BS16 and the second initiated NEXT message is multicast to the mobile connection region. This mobile connection region may be a new one or the old one. This is related to the timing sequence of the NEXT, RELEASE, and SETUP messages described above. The NEXT( ) message sent to BS16 will trigger BS16 to send out the buffered cells. 4) A STEADY message will be used to inform BS16 that the current connection is in the steady state now and needs not issue a NEXT message again, whenever it flushes out its buffer.
As described above, this protocol can guarantee that the outgoing cells will be delivered by the ATM switches in sequence despite of the MH handover.
IV. FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF THE HANDOVER PROTOCOL
We use the notation to mean that message is received by a node and message is sent by the node [1] . If A or B is a " ," there is no corresponding message. We divide the protocol by the data flow from a switch to an MH and from an MH to a switch and describe their formal representations, respectively.
A. Formal Representation of the Data Flow from a Switch to a Mobile Host
The state diagram of a BS for the data flow from a switch to an MH is shown in Fig. 7 . There are three states: 1) Sleep: the BS does not belong to the mobile connection region; 2) Passive: the BS is a member of the adjacent mobile access points; 3) Active: the BS is in the mobile user's access point. In Fig. 7 , a BS, in a sleep state, receives a SETUP message to request to join the mobile connection region, and then it goes to the passive state. Responding to the received JOIN with REROUTING and CHANNEL RELEASE messages makes it enter the active state. The CHANNEL RELEASE message for releasing the radio channel makes it enter the passive state. Finally, the RELEASE message for releasing the virtual channel connection makes it back to the sleep state.
The state diagram of a switch for data flow from the switch to an MH is shown in Fig. 8 . There are two states: 1) Normal: the switch just receives cells destined for an MH and routes them to the corresponding mobile user's access point; 2) Handover ready: the switch receives cells destined for an MH but multicasts them to the mobile connection region. When the radio channel is strong enough, the switch is in the normal state. In this state, the switch is in the single cast state. When the radio channel becomes weak, then the switch goes to the handover ready state. The switch then multicasts cells destined for an MH to the mobile connection region. When the switch receives a STEADY message, the MH will not handover again and the switch then goes back to the normal state.
B. Formal Representation of the Data Flow from a Mobile Host to a Switch
The state diagram of a BS for the data flow from an MH to a switch is shown in Fig. 9 . There are four states. 1) Passive: the BS is in the adjacent mobile access point. It just listens for a JOIN message in this state. 2) Active-Buffered: the MH has handed over to the BS, which can receive cells from the MH and then buffer them. 3) Active-Flood: for the data flow, the BS receives a cell from the MH and relays it to the switch. For the signaling message, whenever the BS flushes out its buffer, it will issue a NEXT message. 4) Active-Steady: the connection is in the steady state and the BS need not issue a NEXT signaling message again. In Fig. 9 , when a BS, in the passive state, receives a JOIN message and sends out CHANNEL RELEASE, it goes to the active-buffered state. The BS is now the mobile user's access point. When the BS receives an indication message NEXT, it sends out the buffered cells to the switch. The BS then enters the active-flood state. In this state, the connection is not in the steady state, and the MH still may handover again. After receiving a signaling message STEADY from the MH, the connection is in the active-steady state. A FLOOD message makes it enter the active-flood state again. When the BS, in the active-flood state, receives a CHANNEL RELEASE message, it means the MH has left the cell and the BS enters the passive state. The state diagram of a switch for data flow from an MH to the switch is described in Fig. 10 . It has only one state. For the signaling message, whenever it receives a NEXT message, it will multicast the message to the current mobile connection region.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. QoS Parameters
In microcellular ATM networks, each BS has finite radio channels. Thus, the radio channels may become the major bottleneck. Overloading may occur if a large volume of mobile connections crowds into a specific small region. A mobile connection will be dropped out if an MH moves into a cell where no radio channel is available. ATM networks are supposed to provide a transmission QoS guarantee. Therefore, an important QoS criterion is to ensure that an in-progress connection will accomplish its transmission without being interrupted. Hence, handover dropping probability and forced termination probability are two important QoS parameters for evaluating the performance of wireless networks [17] , [21] . The handover dropping probability is defined as the dropping probability of a mobile connection as a result of moving into a cell where no radio channel can support this connection [17] . The forced termination probability is defined as the probability of an in-progress call's being terminated due to handover dropping during its connection lifetime [17] . The forced termination probability depends on the number of handovers during its connection lifetime and the handover dropping probability [17] . Based on the mobile connection tree, we will present a hierarchical wireless call admission control scheme to admit (reject) a connection request at the tree-based layer and cell-based layer, respectively. In the tree-based (cell-based) layer, the wireless call admission control will deny new initiated calls and only admit handover calls when the number of calls in the tree (cell) exceeds a predefined threshold. This scheme maintains both the tree and cell state information as the hierarchical criteria for call admission control. The purpose of hierarchical wireless call admission control is to limit the number of in-progress calls and to prevent the forced termination of in-progress calls.
B. Analytic Model
We consider a homogeneous system that the arrival of new calls forms a Poisson process with arrival rate per cell. The call holding time is exponentially distributed with mean 1 and the dwelling time of a call in a cell is exponentially distributed with mean 1 where the handover rate is [17] . Suppose each BS can support at most calls. We model the wireless call admission control as an queueing model. A new call may be blocked, either first by the tree-based call admission control when the total number of calls in the tree exceeds a predetermined threshold or later by the cell-based admission control where the available channels are less than a predefined ratio of all channels . We assume the probabilities of a call blocked by the tree-based admission control as and blocked by the cell-based admission control as . Since the two admission controls are independent, the total call blocking probability ( ) is given by [17] (1) 1) Tree-Based Wireless Call Admission Control: First, we consider wireless call admission control from the tree point of view. Since a tree consists of seven cells, thus the new call arrival rate of a tree is 7 and the rate of handover calls into a tree is (2) where denotes the handover dropping probability. Note that 3 is obtained since there are 18 edges in a mobile connection region and the handover rate to an edge of a cell is 6, as shown in Fig. 2 . As mentioned before, if the total number of calls in a tree exceeds the threshold , then the admission control will deny new calls and only allow handover calls. Therefore, we get the effective arrival rate of the queueing model as .
An in-progress call in the tree is released with rate
Therefore, the effective call departure rate in state is given by (5) where . Fig. 11 illustrates the state transition of Markov process for in-progress calls in a tree. Let the probability of the process in state be Thus, we have (6) From [22] and [23] , we get (7) Then the steady-state probability in state is derived as . (8) Substituting into (6), we get (9) Then can be obtained by substituting into (8) . Therefore, we get (10) 2) Cell-Based Wireless Call Admission Control: From the cell point of view, we consider a fixed channel assignment scheme where a BS reserves a fraction ( ) of total channels as guard channels for handover calls. If the total number of in-progress calls in a cell, denoted as , exceeds , then the BS will accept handover calls only and deny new arrival calls. The state transition of the Markov process for in-progress calls in a cell is shown in Fig. 12 . Since the new calls must get through the tree-based admission control, the new call arrival rate is (11) and the rate of handover calls into a cell is (12) The effective call arrival rate is given by .
(13) Fig. 13 . Handover dropping probability versus Erlang load under two-layer and single-layer admission controls. Since a busy channel is released with rate , the effective call departure rate in state is given by (14) where . Therefore, we have (15) where is the probability of the Markov process in state . Therefore, the steady-state probability in state is derived as follows:
. (16) Substituting the above equations into (15), we get (17) Therefore, we have (18) From Fig. 12 , we get (19) can be obtained by assigning an initial value for and iterating (12) , (17) , and (19) until the value converges [21] . To meet the QoS requirement, the tree-based admission control threshold and cell-based reserved fraction are used to control the handover dropping probability below a predetermined level at all time.
3) Forced Termination Probability: From the user point of view, another QoS parameter, forced call termination probability ( ), is measured. We define as the probability that an in-progress call makes a successful handover and as the probability of a failure handover. We have [24] , [25] (20) (21) Therefore, [24] (22)
C. Experimental Results
This section uses an example to illustrate our hierarchical wireless call admission control. We consider a homogeneous system that the call holding time is 10 units of time and the dwelling time of a call in a cell is 2 units of time. Each BS Fig. 15 . Tree-based call blocking probability versus Erlang load at different predetermined P . Fig. 16 . Tree-based call blocking probability versus forced termination probability at different Erlang loads.
can support up to ten calls. The parameters given above do not affect the relative experimental results shown in the following figures. In Fig. 13 , we compare the handover dropping probabilities under the two-layer admission control and the single-layer admission control. It shows that as the Erlang load per cell increases, the handover dropping probability increases. In addition, the tree-based admission control can effectively reduce the handover dropping probability in comparison with no tree-based admission control ( ). Increasing the new call blocking probability ( ) of the tree-based layer will reduce the effective new call arrival rate, and thus have a smaller handover dropping probability. Fig. 14 shows the relation between Erlang load per cell and forced termination probability where four different tree-based new call blocking probabilities are considered. It shows that the forced termination probability increases as the Erlang load increases. To guarantee the QoS, controlling the forced termination probability under a predefined level is an important criterion. From Fig. 14, adopting a larger can lower the forced termination probability. The values of that the tree-based admission control should support to meet different requirements is shown in Fig. 15 . It shows that a smaller needs a larger to meet the QoS in a heavy traffic load environment. This result can also be validated from Fig. 16. Fig. 17 shows the total call blocking probability of a new call under a given and Erlang load. A new call is more difficult to admit (larger ) in a system where a higher QoS (a smaller ) is requested in a heavy traffic load environment. We now take the effect of handover rates into account. Fig. 18 shows the relation between handover dropping probability and Erlang load at different handover rates. It indicates that an MH has a lower handover dropping probability in a high handover rate environment than in a low one. This is because a higher handover rate will have a larger average departure rate in the state transition of the Markov process in Fig. 12 ; thus, it will have a lower probability in state . Fig. 19 shows that the forced termination probability initially increases up to a threshold, and then decreases gradually as the handover rate increases. In the ascending curve, the handover dropping probability will not decrease abruptly due to the increase of the handover rate, while in the descending curve, the forced termination probability will approach zero (but not equal zero) because the handover dropping probability will be a small value as the system is in a high handover rate environment.
VI. CONCLUSION
The challenge of the handover problem is closely related to the development of wireless networks. In our proposed approach, under an ATM network backbone, an MH may have high frequent and smooth handover without increasing the workload of network control during the connection lifetime, and it also allows the MH to handover back and forth in a short period of time. Our handover protocol can avoid cell loss and preserve cell sequence. Hence, it can enhance the quality of transmission in real-time traffic such as voice and video. Another advantage of our protocol is that it can also work correctly in a nonoverlapping microcell environment without any hurdle. This increases network capacity relatively. A formal representation of the handover protocol using finite-state diagrams has been depicted for protocol specification and verification formally. In addition, a hierarchical wireless call admission control is used to control the handover dropping probability and the forced termination probability below predefined levels to provide a quality-of-service guarantee. Experimental results show that our hierarchical call admission control can provide higher QoS (smaller handover dropping probability and forced termination probability) for admitted MHs in comparison with the single-layer call admission control. With good quality of service for the dense user population, our efficient handover scheme can help to speed up the spread of cellular ATM networks. Lon-Sheng Lee received the B.S. degree in information management from Chinese Culture University, Taiwan, R.O.C., in 1993 and the M.S. degree in computer and information science from National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan, in 1997.
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